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					We believe that nutritious food is a  human right 
and hunger is a solvable problem. Join us!									

					

	


	
	
				
										
					It's not about charity, 
it's about justice. 									

					

	


	
	
				
										
					Nutritious food, sustainably grown, is vital to 
a healthy planet and healthy people. 									

					

	


	
	
				
										
					Solutions begin with income equality, living wage jobs 
and the right to food for all.									
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                    Food Justice Coordinator Kathia Ramirez shares her perspective on the journey of immigrant farmworkers pursuing the American dream and shares…                        

        more ►
            


	
    
                                Annual Report 2015                        
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                    WhyHunger is not just another organization with a mission statement tucked away on its website. We are on a mission.…                        

        more ►
            


	
    
                                Our Work                        
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                    WhyHunger is a grassroots support organization working to build and support resilient, powerful and unifed networks of grassroots leaders and communities...                        

        more ►
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    New Report: Are Kids in America Really Going Hungry?
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                   This blog is repost of No Kid Hungry’s original post  found here.      No Kid Hungry  recently released “  Hunger In…                    
more ►
            

    Written by Calondra McArthur 

    2017-08-15 16:49:41



    From Charity to Justice: Defeating Hunger and Poverty
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                  I used to think about charity the way I thought about superheroes. Charity nobly swoops in, narrowly averting the crisis,…                    
more ►
            

    Written by Riley Link

    2017-08-09 06:00:00



    Partner Talk: How They Deal With The Impact Of Stress In Their Communities
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                  For this quarter’s issue of the  Nourishing Change newsletter  , we are highlighting issues, stories and content at the intersection of…                    
more ►
            

    Written by Betty Fermin

    2017-08-04 17:56:06



    What We’re Reading: Article RoundUp
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                  At WhyHunger we know it’s important to stay critically informed on the issues related to hunger and poverty, while also…                    
more ►
            

    Written by Riley Link

    2017-08-01 17:26:00



    Falling Expectations: The Ongoing Campaign Against American Workers
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                   This post originally appeared in  The Huffington Post  .    There was a time, not so long ago when America was a…                    
more ►
            

    Written by Bill Ayres

    2017-07-28 15:28:49
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Noreen Springstead

Executive Director

Noreen has been working for WhyHunger since 1992. Noreen's vision guides the organization's marketing strategies and she has established successful philanthropic partnerships with diverse companies such as Hard Rock International, CBS Radio Group, ASCAP, The Orchard, RightsFlow, Duncan Channon Advertising, Shore Fire Media, and others. As part of WhyHunger's signature program Artists Against Hunger & Poverty, she has built long-term relationships with notable artists, their management and record labels resulting in millions of dollars in aid to WhyHunger and the community based members of our Grassroots Action Network. Prior to directing WhyHunger's marketing efforts, Noreen used her expertise in program services to develop, support and replicate grassroots solutions focused on self-reliance and empowerment. Noreen is a graduate of Rutgers University with a BA in Political Science and recently completed an Executive Education Certification Program given by the Harvard Kennedy School.
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Bill Ayres

Co-founder and Ambassador

Bill co-founded WhyHunger in 1975 with the late singer Harry Chapin.Since its founding, Bill has developed and implemented meaningful and innovative hunger and poverty programs and has led local initiatives to promote ideas and policies that have made significant impacts upon the communities that they serve, including the creation of the New York Hunger Hotline in New York City and the Center for Food Action in New Jersey. He has led local initiatives to promote ideas and policies that have made significant impacts upon the communities that they serve, including the creation of the New York Hunger Hotline in New York City and the Center for Food Action in New Jersey. Under Bill's direction, WhyHunger has served as a founding member of the National Association of Hunger Organizations (NAHO) and the National Jobs for All Coalition. He is also a member of the board of advisors of Long Island Cares, Long Island's food bank. Bill has been a broadcaster on commercial radio and TV for the past 40 years and currently hosts two weekly Sunday night radio shows on WPLJ 95.5 FM in New York. Through his work in communications, Bill has developed extensive contacts in the world of media. He is the co-author with Pete Fornatale of the book All You Need is Love (Simon & Schuster) and writes and records music. Bill is married to Life Coach Jeannine Ayres. They have two daughters Michelle and Suzanne and one granddaughter Jaida Lynn.
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Alison Meares Cohen

Senior Director of Programs

For the past twenty-five years, Alison has worked with grassroots-led organizations in rural and urban farming communities in the United States and throughout the world. Since 2009, she has been stewarding WhyHunger's programmatic strategies which center on providing support to grassroots organizations in the U.S. and social movements globally who are working toward addressing the root causes of hunger and the deep inequities of poverty at the intersection of agriculture and food systems, racism, health and climate change. Prior to joining WhyHunger, Alison worked with Heifer International organizing and accompanying farming communities throughout the Northeast and Midwest regions to build and advocate for sustainable food systems. Alison was born and raised in the rural mountainous region of Western North Carolina but has been living, gardening and riding bikes in Brooklyn, NY with her husband and two daughters for the past 16 years. Her studies as an undergraduate student at the University of North Carolina were in English literature and French.  As a graduate student at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University her studies centered on gender, farming systems and popular education. Alison’s work has led her to believe that grassroots-led social movements are the most effective means for dismantling inequitable systems and erecting new socially just ones.
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Debbie Grunbaum

Senior Director of Communications

Debbie develops and implements organizational strategies to increase WhyHunger’s visibility and advance its programmatic initiatives and impact. Overseeing the organization's marketing, public relations, creative direction and brand strategy, Debbie brings expertise in media relations, organizational messaging and event planning to WhyHunger. Prior to joining WhyHunger in spring 2011, Debbie served as the Director of Communications and Development for the Women's Housing and Economic Development Corporation, a community based human service non-profit, where she shaped strategic communications and fundraising initiatives for the organization. Previously, Debbie implemented publicity campaigns for dozens of for-profit and non-profit clients at G.S. Schwartz & Company, a mid-sized Manhattan based public relations firm. She has worked with top-tier media outlets, planned large scale fundraising events and secured millions in private funds. Debbie is a strong believer in the power of storytelling and is a mentor in the Big Brother's Big Sister's Program and a New York Cares volunteer.
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Joy Curtin

Senior Director of Finance

As Sr. Director of Finance & Administration, Joy oversees the development and implementation of WhyHunger's financial management strategy, operations and human resource policies with an emphasis on ensuring sound fiscal management and operational efficiency rooted in social justice. Prior to joining WhyHunger, Joy was Deputy Chief Financial Officer at Media Development Investment Fund, a mission-driven investment fund for independent news businesses in countries with a history of media oppression. She also served as Chief Financial Officer and Sr. Vice President for Administration at the National Academy Foundation which aimed to sustain a national network of career academies in public high schools across the U.S. Joy holds both a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration- Public Accounting (Summa Cum Laude) from Baruch College where she was valedictorian, and a National Diploma in Accounting (Honors) from the London Chamber of Commerce and the Royal Society of Arts. She is married and has two children.  




 




	



								
	                        
						
                                                                    
                                        

                
            
            
                                            
    
            
            
                
               
           	
	           		                	
	                		
    
     Nutritious food is a human right    
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                        Sign Up for Our Newsletter

                        Learn about food justice and stay in the know with the most up-to-date information about our work and initiatives by receiving the monthly WhyHunger newsletter.
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The WhyHunger Hotline

1.800.5HUNGRY

(1.800.548.6479)
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